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Overview
HDFC Standard Life, one of India’s top life insurance companies
had an elaborate security process in place with multiple products
catering to respective needs. State-of-the-art perimeter protection
with rewall, web application rewall, proxies and web protection
solutions were set up in their environment.

“Khika’s scalable architecture lls the
gap for Threat Detection and
Comprehensive Log Monitoring at an
affordable cost. Seamless
implementation by an experienced team
made all the difference
It is truly “Value for Money”
Sharad Sadadekar
CISO and VP - HDFC Life

“There was an unexpected
by-product of the solution that has
allowed us to implement server and
network hardening to ensure that the

However, with the potential retirement of their existing SIEM,
HDFC Life were looking for a platform for Compliance and Real
time Detection of Threats and Security Incidents. All this in a single
console to view and correlate the events and ensure minimum
operational overhead on the existing limited security resource.

Challenges faced by the Security Team
There were too many logs from disparate systems and a deluge of
alerts without a consolidated view. This put a lot of stress on the
limited security team to protect against malicious activity,
sustained virus infections and bots. Outages would last longer and
root cause analysis (RCA) was a huge challenge. Compliance
audits were stressful as the right reports were not readily
available. The environment at HDFC Life was substantially large.
The vision of the CISO was not to limit monitoring to just the critical
devices and assets but to enable Comprehensive security
monitoring. This meant a platform which could crunch 100s of
GBs of data without dropping events.
Besides customizable dashboarding and alerting, there was a
need to do correlations across devices and threat monitoring
beyond the traditional SIEM.Given the challenges in justifying ROI
and limited budgets allocated to the security team, all this had to
be done at a low affordable TCO with the maximum impact.

dened policies are followed.
In fact, it has now been made a
prerequisite for server commissioning.”
Manish Kumar Rai
Senior Manager - HDFC Life

l State of the art perimeter protection
measures in place
l Existing SIEM reaching end of life and
requirement for threat detection platform
l Improved security posture due to Comprehensive
visibility over time and Threat detection
l Enterprise class platform that ts the budget
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Khika
offers

peace of mind
Enter Khika
Khika’s highly scalable NoSQL platform ensured that big data
could be crunched on limited hardware. Compression was applied
to reduce the storage needed. Customizable compliance reports
with drill down reduced the routine drudgery of the Security team.
Multi device correlation gave a single console centralized view
which completed the picture in seconds as opposed to hours.
Privileged user activity monitoring for internal threats is readily
visible. Alerts for Malware activity such as communication with
malicious IP, admin activity. Alert prioritization with context such
as asset information enabled the team to focus on the most
important and disruptive threats rather than being cluttered by a
deluge. Multiple Threat feed integration enabled context based
alerts for threats which at times cannot be identied by perimeter
devices.

How Khika Implementation improved
Security Posture
Correlation in Centralized Console
l
l
l
l

Declutter multiple device consoles
End to end View of events
Access creation and activity monitoring
Trending of virus infections and events

Compliance Reports
l
l
l
l

Server and Network Hardening
Out of box reports
Easily Customizable
Drill down to answer auditor queries

Differentiating Factor

Alert Prioritization

Scalability on limited hardware was demonstrated by the team.
Khika’s set of standard adapters and responsiveness to upgrade
the adapters promptly or build custom adapters ensured that all
devices could be integrated for correlation.
An elaborate POC and presentation to the management team
helped prove the value. The willingness of the team to go the extra
mile was critical to the decision to go with Khika.This ability to
execute the implementation weighed over the concerns of not
being present in the top analyst reports.

l Severity based prioritization
l Prevents alert deluge
l Focus on important threats

Context based Threat alerts
l Multiple Threat feed integration
l Command Center check for malware
l Context enables detection and severity ranking

In summary, besides scalable technology, the value demonstrated
and seamless implementation to improve security posture were
key differentiating factors.
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